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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or shop in my 
store here! 

 
Supplies:  

 Stamps:  Peekaboo Farm (#155683) 
 Ink:  Memento Black (#132708), Misty Moonlight (#153118) 
 Paper:  Basic White (#159276), Misty Moonlight (#153081), Soft Succulent (#155776) 
 Tools & Accessories: Picture This Dies (#155559), Flower for Every Season Ribbon 

Combo Pack (#153620), Ivory Blends Marker (#154922), Light Flirty Flamingo Blends 
Marker (#154884), Light Basic Black Blends Marker (#154843), Light & Dark Petal Pink 
Blends Markers (#154893), Light and Dark Smokey Slate Blends Markers (#154904), 
Dark Crumb Cake Blends Marker (#154882), Dark Soft Suede Blends Marker 
(#154906), Color Lifter Marker (#144608) 

 Other:  Stampin’ Seal (#152813). Stampin’ Dimensionals (#104430), Tear & Tape 
Adhesive (#138995), Mini Glue Dots (#103683) 
 

Measurements:   
 Card Base: Soft Succulent - 5 ½” x 8 ½”, scored at 4 ¼” 
 Cardstock #2: Misty Moonlight – 4” x 5 ¼” and 1” x 4” 
 Cardstock #3: Basic White – 3 ¾” x 5”, scrap and 4” x 5 ¼” 

 
Instructions: 

 Fold card in half to create card front. 
 Place Picture This rectangles face down on work surface.  (see pictures below.)  Take 

“sending hugs”, cow, horse, pig and rock wall dies and place them on top of frame in the 
locations you want them.  Pick up with Block E or larger.  Ink stamps using Memento 
Black ink and stamp onto Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” piece. 



 

 

 Remove rock wall and place onto separate block.  Ink stamp using Memento Black ink 
and stamp to the left of the already stamped wall to increase the length of the wall. 

 Color using blends markers as follows (or do your own thing): 
a. Cow – horns using Dark Smokey Slate, spots using Light Basic Black, snout 

using Dark Smokey Slate and Ivory, rest of cow using Ivory and then Color Lifter 
to lighten.  Be careful not to get too close to Memento ink with the Lifter or you 
will blur the ink. 

b. Horse – forehead using Ivory, forelock and mane using Dark Soft Suede, nose 
using Dark Smokey Slate and rest of horse using Dark Crumb Cake. 

c. Pig – inner ears, top of snout, snout and outer chin lines using Light Flirty 
Flamingo, snout, top of snout and outer chin lines using Dark Petal Pink, rest of 
pig and blending using Light Petal Pink. 

d. Rock Wall – edges of rocks and random portions of grout lines using Dark 
Smokey Slate, blend and color entire wall using Light Smokey Slate.  You will 
need to color at the bottom about ¼” and a bit at the top as well. 

 On scrap Basic White piece, stamp the hooves of the cow, horse, pig and ram.  Color 
pig hooves using Light Flirty Flamingo and Dark Petal Pink, horse hooves using Dark 
Smokey Slate, cow’s hooves using Light Basic Black and ram hooves using Dark 
Smokey Slate.  Cut out all hooves.  (Ram’s hooves will be used on inside of card.) 

 Die cut the 4” x 5 ¼” Misty Moonlight piece using rectangles Picture This die. 
 Using Tear & Tape, attach a piece of the gingham ribbon.  To create bow, fold a 2 ½” 

piece of the gingham ribbon so the ends meet in the middle and secure with a glue dot.  
Place a piece of Tear & Tape along one side of a 1” piece of the gingham ribbon.  
Remove backing and fold ribbon in half lengthwise.  Wrap around bow and secure using 
glue dot(s).  Attach to front using Tear & Tape. 

 Place dimensionals on back of Misty Moonlight piece and attach to stamped piece, 
aligning animals and sentiment. 

 Attach to card front.  Attach hooves to animals using glue dots. 
 Inside of card:  Stamp rock wall using Misty Moonlight ink on 1” x 4” Misty Moonlight 

piece.  Repeat to extend rock wall from end to end. 
 Use a pencil to measure and mark 2” from the bottom left corner of the 4” x 5 ¼” Basic 

White piece.  Stamp ram using Memento Black ink with the top of the horn being at the 
2” mark. 

 Color the ram as follows:  horns using Light Smokey Slate, rest of ram using Light Petal 
Pink and then use Color Lifter on forehead tuft and body to lighten. 

 Attach stamped Misty Moonlight piece to Basic White piece. 
 Using Tear & Tape, attach ribbon.  Attach ram hooves using glue dots.  

 

            


